Many animals exhibit behavioural syndromes—consistent individual differences in behaviour across two or more contexts or situations. Here, we present adaptive, state-dependent mathematical models for analysing issues about behavioural syndromes. We find that asset protection (where individuals with more ‘assets’ tend to be more cautious) and starvation avoidance, two state-dependent mechanisms, can explain short-term behavioural consistency, but not long-term stable behavioural types (BTs). These negative-feedback mechanisms tend to produce convergence in state and behaviour over time. In contrast, a positive-feedback mechanism, state-dependent safety (where individuals with higher energy reserves, size, condition or vigour are better at coping with predators), can explain stable differences in personality over the long term. The relative importance of negative- and positive-feedback mechanisms in governing behavioural consistency depends on environmental conditions (predation risk and resource availability). Behavioural syndromes emerge more readily in conditions of intermediate ecological favourability (e.g. medium risk and medium resources, or high risk and resources, or low risk and resources). Under these conditions, individuals with higher initial state maintain a tendency to be bolder than individuals that start with low initial state; i.e. later BT is determined by state during an early ‘developmental window’. In contrast, when conditions are highly favourable (low risk, high resources) or highly unfavourable (high risk, low resources), individuals converge to be all relatively bold or all relatively cautious, respectively. In those circumstances, initial differences in BT are not maintained over the long term, and there is no early developmental window where initial state governs later BT. The exact range of ecological conditions favouring behavioural syndromes depends also on the strength of state-dependent safety.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, numerous studies have found that within species, animals exhibit personalities or behavioural syndromes—consistent individual differences in behaviour across two or more situations (Clark & Ehlinger 1987; Gosling 2001; Dall et al. 2004; Sih et al. 2004a,b; Réale et al. 2007; Biro & Stamps 2008; Sih & Bell 2008). For example, although individuals typically alter their aggressiveness or boldness depending on the ecological situation (e.g. resource availability or predation risk), some are consistently more aggressive or bold than others in multiple situations (Huntingford 1976; Riechert & Hedrick 1993; Wilson et al. 1994; Sih et al. 2003; Duckworth 2006; Bell & Sih 2007; Cote & Clobert 2007; Johnson & Sih 2007; Kortet & Hedrick 2007). That is, individuals differ in behavioural type (BT), with some having a BT that is consistently more bold or aggressive than others. The result is a positive correlation between behaviours expressed in different situations.

Interestingly, while many studies have found evidence of behavioural syndromes, others have not found behavioural correlations over time or across contexts. The goal of this paper is to provide an adaptive, state-dependent framework for understanding this variation in behavioural syndromes.

To clarify terminology, a behavioural syndrome involves both within- and between-individual consistency in behaviour across different situations or contexts (Sih et al. 2004a). A context is a functional behavioural category—e.g. feeding, mating, predator avoidance or parental care contexts. A situation is the set of conditions at a particular time. Different situations could involve different levels along an environmental gradient (e.g. different levels of predation risk) or different conditions across time (e.g. breeding versus non-breeding seasons). Within-individual consistency (having a BT) is an individual characteristic—the tendency for a given individual to behave consistently across contexts or situations. Between-individual consistency is a population characteristic—the tendency for a set of individuals to exhibit consistent individual differences in behaviour across contexts or situations (e.g. rank-order consistency). The result is a behavioural correlation across contexts or situations. Our analysis focuses on
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behavioural consistency across situations that differ in predation risk; however, our basic logic should also apply to other situations and contexts.

Sih et al. (2004a,b) suggested that behavioural correlations across situations might be particularly important for ecology and evolution when: (i) trade-offs exist such that different behaviours are favoured in different situations and (ii) behavioural consistency across situations results in less than optimal plasticity across situations. Point (i) is a central tenet of behavioural ecology; e.g. predator–prey behavioural ecology typically assumes that being bolder is riskier, but yields more resources (e.g. food, mates), while being less bold is safer, but less rewarding (Sih 1992; Werner & Anholt 1993; Lima 1998; Stamps 2007; Wolf et al. 2007a). Thus, in high-risk situations, cautious behaviour is often favoured, while in low-risk situations, selection favours being bolder. Point (ii) alone does not necessarily pose a problem for animals. Individuals can, in principle, exhibit the optimal behaviour in all situations. However, adding behavioural consistency (point (ii)) potentially generates a costly tradeoff associated with having a BT. For example, while bold individuals might do well in low-risk situations, a tradeoff arises if their bold BT carries over to result in inappropriately bold behaviour (and thus low survival) in high-risk situations (e.g. Riechert & Hedrick 1993; Sih et al. 2003). Conversely, while individuals with a cautious BT might hide well in high-risk situations, a tradeoff across situations exists if the cautious BT results in relatively low feeding rates even when risk is low (Sih et al. 2003; Brodin & Johansson 2004).

Numerous studies have quantified effects of behaviour per se on components of fitness in different situations (e.g. Lima 1998; Brodin & Johansson 2004), and a moderate number of studies have measured effects of BT on fitness in the laboratory. Relatively few studies have quantified how BT affects fitness in the field (Smith & Blumstein 2008). Notably, however, several field studies have shown that different BTs are favoured in different ecological conditions depending on resource levels or predation risk (Réal & Festa-Bianchet 2003; Dingemans et al. 2004; Boon et al. 2007). To emphasize, in each ecological condition examined, some BTs do well, but others fare poorly.

In this context, an interesting question is: if behavioural correlations can result in apparently suboptimal behaviour in some situations, why should these correlations persist? Should natural selection decouple correlations that reduce fitness? Why should individuals show stable, consistent BTs if their BT causes apparently suboptimal behaviour? Why should animals, including humans, have personalities?

Behavioural consistency can be viewed at two main time scales. On a long time scale, some studies have looked for whether BTs are stable over an entire lifetime, or at least over a substantial part of the life cycle (Réal et al. 2000; Dingemans et al. 2002; Bell & Stamps 2004; Caspi et al. 2005; Johnson & Sih 2005; Roberts et al. 2006). In contrast, presumably owing to the difficulty of following individual BTs over long periods, many studies have examined behavioural consistency over only a few hours or days (e.g. Moretz et al. 2007; Salonen & Peuhkurinen 2006; Croft et al. 2009). While a behavioural carryover over just a short period seems less striking than stable BTs over a lifetime, even short carryovers can be ecologically important. When individuals with an active BT remain inappropriately active for a few hours after predators appear, the result is often lethal (Sih et al. 2003).

A growing number of both short- and long-term studies have found that significant behavioural correlations are sometimes, but not always, detected (e.g. Bell 2005; Bell & Sih 2007; Dingemans et al. 2007; Moretz et al. 2007; Nelson et al. 2008; Snellgrove et al. 2009; Sinn et al. 2010). In some cases, the inability to detect a significant correlation might be due to low statistical power (Dingemans et al. 2010a). In addition, in most cases, empirical studies have not applied new statistical methods championed by Dingemans et al. (2010b) to partition behavioural correlations into between- versus within-individual components. Our interest is, in particular, in behavioural correlations owing to between-individual differences in BT (i.e. between-individual correlations). Nonetheless, extant evidence suggests a clear possibility that behavioural correlations vary in strength in different situations. In most cases, studies have not identified factors or mechanisms to explain this variation in the strength of behavioural correlations. One exception involves the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness in stickleback fish. Positive correlations between these behaviours were found primarily in populations with higher predation risk (Bell 2005; Bell & Sih 2007; Dingemans et al. 2007; but see Dingemans et al. 2010a). Under low risk, the correlation was not significant. Another example involves the observation with damselfish that an aggression syndrome was observed under natural conditions, but not after an experimental manipulation enhanced overall habitat quality (Snellgrove et al. 2009). A major issue is thus to explain variation in behavioural syndromes. What mechanisms explain why we sometimes, but not always see behavioural correlations and long-term persistence of stable BTs?

Here, our goals are to: (i) use an adaptive, state-dependent modelling framework to identify mechanisms that can explain both short- and long-term stability of BTs and (ii) examine how variation in feedbacks between state and behaviour and in key ecological factors (resource availability and predation risk) might explain both when behavioural syndromes do and do not occur.

(a) Adaptive behavioural syndromes

Much of the thinking on why animals exhibit behavioural consistency has emphasized proximate constraints: neuroendocrine profiles that can have a genetic basis (Capitanio et al. 1998; Koolhaas et al. 1999, 2007; Bell et al. 2007), or metabolic differences associated with variation in metabolic organ size (Biro & Stamps 2008; Caire et al. 2008). A recent, alternative approach emphasizes that having a consistent BT can be adaptive when either: (i) consistency is the best response to environmental uncertainty (McElreath &
Strimling 2006), (ii) there are social benefits associated with being predictable (Dall et al. 2004; McNamara et al. 2009), (iii) selection favours consistent (rather than fluctuating) growth rates (Stamps 2007), or (iv) adaptive behaviour is ‘anchored’ to a more stable state variable such as size, energy reserves or life-history type (Wolf et al. 2007a; Sih & Bell 2008; Dingemanse & Wolf 2010; Wolf & Weissing 2010). The present paper builds on this final idea to not only explain why behavioural consistency can be favoured, but also to explain both when it is and when it is not favoured.

The fundamental logic underlying adaptive, state-dependent explanations for behavioural syndromes is that although behaviour can, in principle, be extremely plastic, if optimal behaviour is connected to a slow-changing state variable (e.g. size, energy reserves, condition, morphology, reproductive value), then behaviour should also be slow-changing (consistent over time or across situations). Wolf et al. (2007a) examined a model that connected BTs to stable, life-history types that differ in assets. They posited that early in life, some individuals explore more, gain more information about high-quality habitats and thus have good potential to enjoy high reproductive success later in life (i.e. they have high assets), while others reproduce more early in life, explore little and thus have lower future assets. In essence, in their model, different BTs represent alternative strategies for coping with a life-history tradeoff between early reproduction and later fitness. Following the asset protection principle (Clark 1994), high explorers with large assets should be cautious (not bold, not aggressive) to protect their large assets, while low explorers with less to lose should be bolder and aggressive (e.g. Biro et al. 2005; Heithaus et al. 2007).

Asset protection, however, is inherently a negative-feedback mechanism that results in convergence in state (assets) over time, rather than maintenance of differences (Clark 1994; McElreath et al. 2007). Individuals that begin with high assets should be cautious and unaggressive, which should cause their assets to erode over time. Conversely, individuals that begin with low assets should be bold and aggressive, which, assuming that they survive, should increase assets over time. Thus, McElreath et al. (2007) suggest that unless other mechanisms come into play that offset the negative feedback, standard state-dependent models do not explain the long-term stability of BTs. Wolf et al. (2007a,b) suggest that despite the negative feedback inherent in asset protection, their life-history-based model can explain behavioural syndromes if: (i) behavioural consistency is only for short periods of time or (ii) behaviour has relatively little effect on state, e.g. if new assets are used (e.g. converted to reproduction) immediately. While these points might apply to some examples of behavioural syndromes, they do not appear to explain long-term behavioural consistency in other systems, including stable personalities in humans.

Another negative-feedback mechanism that is often included in state-dependent models is a starvation threshold (Houston & McNamara 1999; Clark & Mangel 2000). Animals that have very low state must be bold in response to the danger of starving to death. In contrast, animals that are not close to the starvation threshold can be cautious without a chance of imminent starvation. This is, like asset protection, a negative-feedback process because bold foraging by animals near the starvation threshold should raise their energy reserves and thus allow them to be more cautious in the future. Although a starvation threshold has not been featured in models of adaptive behavioural syndromes, the logic outlined here suggests that it alone should not favour long-term behavioural consistency.

In contrast, McElreath et al. (2007) suggested that positive-feedback mechanisms hold great promise for explaining behavioural syndromes (also see Sih & Bell 2008; Wolf et al. 2008; Wolf & Weissing 2010; Dingemanse & Wolf 2010). In a positive-feedback loop between assets and behaviour, individuals that already have high state (assets) would be bold, and thus gain more resources that maintain their high state. Conversely, individuals with low state would be relatively cautious (contra the asset protection or starvation threshold mechanisms) and thus would not gain the resources to substantially increase their state. Via this process, individual differences in state would be maintained, or would even diverge over the long term. The differences and divergence in state can then explain long-term stability of divergent BTs.

If positive-feedback mechanisms drive divergence in state, then small differences in initial state can be important in setting the long-term trajectory for different BTs. What might cause variation in initial state? If the period when individuals can express a BT begins when they become independent from parental care, then differences in initial state could be due to differences in parental investment. Alternatively, if the relevant time period is the onset of a new growing season, or time after metamorphosis, differences in initial state could be due to carryovers from a previous year or from the pre-metamorphic (e.g. larval) period.

An example of a common, positive-feedback mechanism in nature is state-dependent safety. Numerous studies show that individuals that have higher state (e.g. larger size or energy reserves, better condition or vigour) cope better with predators either by fleeing faster or by being better at defending themselves (e.g. Temple 1987; Chase 1999; Downes 2002; Iriarte-Díaz 2002; Caro 2005; Lindstrom et al. 2006; Alzaga et al. 2008; Basolo 2008; Hoefler et al. 2008; Arendt 2009; Stankowich 2009). Accordingly, although foragers feeding on immobile prey often prefer larger prey with more energy (i.e. high-state prey), predators attacking mobile prey often avoid larger, high-state prey (Sih & Christensen 2001). In these systems, animals with higher state thus have lower predation risk while being bold and should thus be bolder than low-state individuals. Many studies indeed show that larger, more vigorous prey hide less from predators than smaller, more susceptible prey (e.g. Sih 1980; Lima 1998).

Reality presumably features a mix of asset protection, starvation avoidance and state-dependent safety. We seek to better understand how these three mechanisms interact to determine conditions where we expect to see short- or long-term behavioural syndromes. We
focus on boldness as a BT. Following the norm in behavioural ecology, we assume a risk–reward tradeoff where bolder individuals take more risks, but have the potential to gain more resources. First, we analyse a model that only has negative-feedback mechanisms (both asset protection and starvation thresholds). As expected (Clark 1994), if behaviour is state dependent, then as long as individuals differ in state, they differ in BT. However, because of the negative feedback, over the long term, state and thus behaviour converges. Models with only negative feedback do not yield long-term stable differences in BT. If, however, we add state-dependent safety (a positive-feedback mechanism) to the existing negative-feedback mechanisms, the positive feedback can produce divergence in state and thus long-term stable differences in state-dependent BTs (see §3). The key issue is when does one mechanism dominate over the others? To address this, we examine how environmental variation in resource levels and predation risk and variation in the strength of state-dependent safety influence the likelihood of persistence of consistent, adaptive behavioural syndromes. To emphasize, our adaptive, state-dependent modelling approach (Houston & McNamara 1999; Clark & Mangel 2000) addresses stability of BTs and divergence (as opposed to convergence) of different BTs over ontogeny within a lifetime. Heritability of BTs and maintenance of genetic variation across evolutionary time is a separate question that we do not explicitly address.

2. METHODS

We examine state-dependent adaptive behaviour during a growing season without reproduction that could also represent an ontogenetic, developmental period from the onset of independent foraging until reproduction. During this period, animals forage, potentially increase a state variable such as size, energy or condition, and suffer a risk of predation. To account for environmental unpredictability, the duration of this overall period ($T$) is variable (uniformly distributed between 51 and 100 time units) and unknown to individuals. To address behavioural consistency across situations, we compare behaviour of the same individuals in high-versus low-risk situations, where between each time step there is a probability ($\gamma = 0.1$) of the environmental state switching between high ($d_h$) and low predation risk ($d_l$). This represents a situation where the proximity or the number of predators present varies through time with a positive temporal autocorrelation.

For simplicity, we assume that terminal fitness, the fitness an individual achieves if it survives to the final time period $T_t$, is linearly related to the individual’s state, $x_t$, at the time horizon (e.g. at the end of the season or at the onset of reproduction). At the beginning of each time unit, individuals choose a level of foraging effort ($e_t$ its boldness), which ranges from 0 (hiding) to 1 (maximum effort). The probability of an individual finding food during one time unit is equal to its foraging effort, and the state units gained if it finds food is $r$. $r$ is thus a measure of the environment’s resource availability. Individuals lose state units to metabolic costs with a baseline rate of 0.05 units per time period and a behaviourally dependent component that increases at a fixed rate of 0.4 with foraging effort; i.e. if animals forage at 100 per cent effort, their energy costs are eight times higher than the baseline rate. Additional unpublished analyses (not shown here) show that qualitative results do not depend on this specific assumption about energy costs.

An individual’s state in the next time step is thus,

$$x_{t+1} = x_t + r - 0.4e - 0.05$$

with probability of $e$

$$x_{t+1} = x_t - 0.4e - 0.05$$

with probability of $1-e$.  \hfill (2.1)

For all models, animals starve to death if $x$ falls to 0 or less. The maximum cap on $x$ was set at 180, high enough that individuals could not reach the cap. We developed two models that differed in how an individual’s predation risk depends on their behaviour and their state. Since the optimal behaviour is state dependent, we solve for optimal behaviours using stochastic dynamic state variable models (Clark & Mangel 2000).

(a) Asset protection model

Following Clark (1994) and Wolf et al. (2007a), we first assume that predation risk depends only on an individual’s foraging effort and the predation risk environment; not on the individual’s state per se. This examines state-dependent behaviour in the absence of state-dependent safety as a ‘control’ for then illustrating the effect of state-dependent safety.

We assume that as foraging effort increases predation risk, $\mu$, increases at an accelerating rate, $\mu = de^{1.5}$. Maximum foraging effort results in the maximum predation risk ($\mu = d$). Given the above terminal fitness function, the expected fitness of an individual at time $t$ with state $x$ and environmental state $d$ is

$$F(x, d, t, T) = \max(1 - \mu)$$

$$\{ pt(t)[eF(x', d, T, T) + (1 - e)F(x'0, d, T, T)] + \frac{(1 - \gamma)(eF(x', d, t + 1, T) + (1 - e)F(x', d, t + 1, T)) + \gamma(eF(x', d', t + 1, T) + (1 - e)F(x', d', t + 1, T))}{2} \}$$

with $p(t)$ being the probability of time period $t$ being the final time period of the season (which is 1 divided by the maximum number of possible time periods left if $t > 50$ and 0 otherwise), $x'$ and $x'$ being the energy state, respectively, if the individual does or does not find food and $d'$ is the presence of the other environmental state. The equation was solved using backward iteration (Clark & Mangel 2000) for $e$ between 0 and 1 at intervals of 0.01. The $e$ associated with maximum expected fitness was recorded as the optimal foraging effort for the given $x$, $d$ and $t$.  
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(b) State-dependent safety model
Here, we assume that the risk of predation increases in an accelerating manner as foraging increases, but that the risk decreases linearly as the state of an individual, $x_i$, increases. The risk of predation decreases until individuals reach state $\theta$ at which point predation risk is 10 per cent of the base level of risk,

$$
\mu = \begin{cases} 
0.9x_i - x_i \theta & \text{if } x_i \leq \theta \\
0.1 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

Larger values of $\theta$ correspond to a weaker effect of state on safety. For simplicity, we assumed a linear relationship between state and safety. Analyses with selected nonlinear functions for state-dependent safety did not alter qualitative results. State-dependent safety introduces a positive feedback into the system. As an individual gains $x_i$, its predation risk decreases, which lowers the cost of subsequent foraging. Optimal behaviours for this model were found using equation (2.2) with the state-dependent mortality incorporated.

In baseline runs of the asset protection and the state-dependent safety models, we set $r = 1.3$, $d_0 = 0.09$, $d_1 = 0.045$ and $\theta = 60$. These values were not chosen to fit any particular system. Instead, we explored parameter space to elucidate general insights on how variation in ecological conditions (average predation risk (keeping the same ratio of predation risk in high- versus low-risk conditions) and resource levels), as well as the strength of state-dependent safety (altered by varying $\theta$), influences the emergence of long-term consistent BTs. We first show results in some detail for a few sets of parameter values to illustrate major classes of outcomes that differ in whether individuals exhibit long-term behavioural consistency. We then show a plot of outcomes for the overall parameter space; this plot indicates ecological conditions that result in adaptive behavioural syndromes.

(c) Forward simulations
Both models produce a decision matrix that specifies optimal behaviours for every combination of individual and environmental state variables. We then ran forward simulations to view patterns of optimal foraging effort (boldness), as prescribed by the decision matrices (with interpolation between solutions). To visualize adaptive behavioural syndromes, we plot trajectories of optimal state-dependent behaviour over a season for individuals with different initial states, $x_0$. As noted earlier, this could reflect, for example, differences in parental investment prior to the beginning of the model. Prey exhibit a behavioural syndrome if some individuals are consistently bolder (have higher foraging effort), while others are consistently less bold in both high and low predator density conditions. Not surprisingly, differences in initial state influenced initial behaviour early in the season. A stable, long-term behavioural syndrome exists if the trajectories diverge or at least remain consistently different over much of the season. In contrast, if trajectories converge, individuals might exhibit short-term differences in BT; however, they do not show a stable, long-term behavioural syndrome.

In the forward simulations, individuals perceived predation risk and estimated the probability that the season was going to end at the next time step. However, to get a sample of the behaviour across the whole season in the forward simulations, we did not allow predation to occur and all seasons lasted 100 time steps. We stress that this does not affect the behaviour of individuals, because their behavioural rules have been shaped by the probabilities of predation or the end of the season occurring. Across the seasonal time track, we recorded $x_i$ the foraging efforts of individuals, and whether the environmental state was currently low or high predation risk.

3. RESULTS
Figures 1, 3 and 4 show time tracks of optimal boldness, and state for individuals that began with low versus high initial states ($x_0$). In all models, individuals experienced unpredictable, alternating periods of high and low predation risk. To visualize what animals should do at each time point under both low and high risk, we averaged values from 1000 individuals. In all cases, we ran 1000 runs for all integer values of $x_0$ from 1 to 25, but here, to illustrate patterns without too much clutter, we only show results for the lowest and highest initial states. Trajectories for behaviour and state for intermediate $x_0$ always fell between the extremes shown here.

Although stochasticity in foraging success and environmental state generated variation in behavioural trajectories for any given level of initial state (figure 1), clear patterns still emerged. Not surprisingly, in all situations examined, individuals showed higher boldness during periods of low risk as compared with periods of high risk (figures 1, 3 and 4, compare panels (a) to (b) and (d) to (e)); i.e. individuals avoided predation risk. Our primary interest is in conditions that result in behavioural syndromes, consistent differences between individuals in behaviour, as indicated by stable or even increasing differences in behavioural trajectories over time.

(a) Asset protection model
In the standard asset protection model, initial differences in behaviour (driven by large differences in initial state) eroded over time (figure 1a–c). Early in the season, low-state individuals exhibited high foraging effort during both high and low predation risk. This reflected both avoidance of starvation and the fact that they had few assets to protect (i.e. little to lose). In contrast, to protect high assets, high-state individuals were cautious during both high and low predation risk. However, because low-state individuals were initially bold, they accumulated assets (state) at a faster rate than individuals that initially had higher state. By the end of the season, individuals had largely converged in state (figure 1c), and thus converged in behaviour (figure 1a,b); all individuals had moderate-high state (assets) and thus owing to asset protection, all individuals were cautious.
State dependence per se can explain the existence of behavioural syndromes in the short term, but not in the longer term. If individuals began with large differences in the initial state, then in the short term (i.e. over a few time units), particularly early in the season, they maintained consistent differences in BT. Individuals with low state were bolder than those with high state. However, owing to negative-feedback mechanisms (asset protection and avoiding starvation), differences in BT were not maintained in the longer term.

(b) State-dependent safety model

Under baseline ecological conditions, adding state-dependent safety produced a brief, initial period of unstable differences in BT followed by stable BTs over the longer term (figure 1d–f). Initially, individuals that started with low \(x_0\) were very bold (to avoid starvation) under high and low predation risk. Within a few time steps, however, after they gained enough state to avoid imminent starvation, low-state individuals settled into a consistent BT that featured moderate foraging effort during periods of lower risk (figure 1d) and low foraging effort during periods of higher risk (figure 1e). Their low-moderate boldness represented a balance between three forces. Their state was high enough that neither starvation risk nor asset protection was an important factor, but their state was not high enough to yield strong state-dependent safety.

Individuals that began with high \(x_0\) early in the season were bold during low predation risk, but cautious during high risk. Over the course of the season, however, as they accumulated additional state and thus became safer, they gradually increased their boldness during high predation risk (figure 1e). By the end of the season, they exhibited high foraging effort during high and low risk.

Examining the full range of \(x_0\) from 1 to 25 showed that under the default ecological conditions, initial state had strong effects on later BT (defined as average boldness in the last 20 time units; figure 2). Overall,
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Figure 2. From the state-dependent safety model, effects of initial state, \(x_0\), on the average boldness of 1000 individuals. Shown are averages pooling across periods of low and high predation risk, \(d_l = 0.045\) and \(d_h = 0.09\), during time periods 71–80. \(r = 1.3\) and \(\theta = 60\).

(c) Variation in predation risk

We next examined effects of varying the average level of predation risk, retaining state-dependent safety and the 2:1 ratio of predation risk during periods of higher and lower risk.

When average risk was low, BTs emerged only during higher risk periods in the middle of the season (figure 3a,b). During periods of lower risk, all individuals used the maximum foraging effort throughout the season regardless of initial or current state (figure 3a). During periods of higher risk, individuals with high \(x_0\) rapidly increased their foraging effort, accumulated higher state, and thus increased their safety (figure 3b). By midway through the season, their state and safety were high enough that they exhibited the maximum foraging effort in both risk environments. In contrast, individuals with low \(x_0\) after an initial very brief period of boldness (to avoid starvation) were relatively cautious, only gradually building enough state (figure 3c) to be safe enough to facilitate higher foraging effort. However, by the end of the season, behavioural differences disappeared because individuals that began with low \(x_0\) had accumulated enough state that they too used the maximum foraging effort during periods of both lower and higher risk.

Key points are that with low average risk: (i) long-term BTs are not maintained over time, individuals converge in behaviour over time and (ii) when consistent differences in behaviour are observed, they are only expressed during periods of relatively high risk.

In contrast, when average predation risk was high, results were similar to the asset protection model. Although animals that differed in \(x_0\) initially differed substantially in behaviour, both behaviour and state converged over time (figure 3d–f). Individuals that began with low \(x_0\) were very bold for a brief period to avoid starvation, but after that, exhibited moderate boldness during periods of lower risk and low boldness during periods of higher risk. Individuals generally decreased their boldness over time in response to the increasing need for asset protection. In contrast, individuals that started with high \(x_0\) were cautious throughout the season. They had moderate assets to protect and predation risk was too high to favour using high foraging efforts to build up state and thus safety from predation.

Figures 1d–f and 3a–c show that in environments with low to moderate average risk, it is generally beneficial to be bold early in the season to gain state and thus enjoy state-dependent safety that allows high foraging effort later in the season. In contrast, with high average risk, because it is too dangerous to be bold early on, individuals never accumulate enough state and safety to have high foraging effort later in the season (figure 3d–f). As a result, individuals had much lower assets at the end of the season in environments with high average risk (compare figures 1f, 3c and 3f).

With high average risk, similar to the asset protection model, low-state individuals were consistently bolder than high-state individuals; however, behaviour and state converged over time. By the end of the season, individuals that initially differed substantially in behaviour and state exhibited very similar behaviour; behavioural syndromes were not well maintained over the long-term.

(d) Variation in resources

In environments with low resources (and moderate average predation risk), qualitative patterns resembled those under high average predation risk though with slower convergence (compare figures 4a–c with 3d–f). In essence, when \(r\) is low, boldness is not beneficial except to avoid imminent starvation. Even for individuals that started with high \(x_0\), resource levels were insufficient to justify being bold to increase state for future safety. Instead, individuals with high \(x_0\) were very cautious throughout the season, foraging just enough to maintain existing assets. Individuals with low \(x_0\) were initially bold to avoid starvation, but then settled into being moderately cautious during periods of lower risk, and very cautious during periods of higher risk. Individuals maintained consistent differences in BT, but over time, these differences decreased.

With high resources (and moderate average risk), patterns qualitatively resembled those in low average risk environments (compare figures 4d–f with 3a–c). During low-risk periods, regardless of initial state, the substantial benefits of boldness in terms of future safety drove animals to exhibit very high foraging.
During high-risk periods, individuals that began with high $x_0$ were initially cautious, but as their state (and safety) increased (owing largely to high foraging effort during low-risk periods), they rapidly increased their boldness (figure 4d). Individuals with low $x_0$ followed the same trajectory, but with a time lag. By late in the season, animals gained such high levels of state that asset protection drove them to become cautious during periods of high risk. As a result, over the course of the season, individuals that began with different initial state exhibited reversals in relative boldness (figure 4e).

Overall, moving along a gradient of increasing resources, we observed shifts in the relative importance of negative- and positive-feedback mechanisms. With low resources, individuals cannot increase their state rapidly enough to take advantage of state-dependent safety. Since negative-feedback mechanisms (asset protection and starvation avoidance) dominated over state-dependent safety, behaviour converged over time (figure 4a,b). With intermediate resources, a positive-feedback mechanism, state-dependent safety, was most important, resulting in clear-cut BTs (figure 1d,e), and with high resources, all individuals, regardless of $x_0$, attained state-dependent safety. By the end of the season, asset protection was again most important.

(e) Ecological conditions resulting in adaptive behavioural syndromes

Figures 1, 3 and 4 show three main types of outcomes: (i) behavioural convergence, where all individuals end up being cautious regardless of initial state, but those that started with higher state are particularly cautious (figures 1a–c, 3d–f and 4a–c), (ii) behavioural convergence, where all individuals end up being bold regardless of initial state (figures 3a–c and 4d–f), and (iii) divergence to distinct, consistent BTs, where higher state individuals are bolder (figure 1d–f). Exploration of the full parameter space bracketed by the five ecological scenarios shown in figures 1, 3 and 4 reveals the overall effects of variation in average

---
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risk and resource levels on the emergence of consistent BTs (figure 5). The dark region across the diagonal indicates conditions where positive feedback through state-dependent safety produces stable differences in BT with boldness positively correlated to initial and later state (as in figure 1d–f). In essence, behavioural syndromes emerged when resources and risk were ‘matched’ (low resources and low risk, or medium resources and medium risk, or high resources and high risk) such that overall conditions were of intermediate favourability. When conditions were highly favourable (low risk and high resources, the lower right region, in white), all individuals ended up being bold, whereas when conditions were highly unfavourable (high risk and low resources, the upper left region, in grey), all individuals ended up being cautious. Further analyses varying \( \tau \) show that the exact range of intermediate conditions that result in stable BTs and a behavioural syndrome depends on the strength of state-dependent safety. If state-dependent safety is easier to attain, a broader range of conditions end with everyone being bold.

4. DISCUSSION
A fascinating evolutionary mystery involves the existence of BTs (also known as animal personalities) that can result in apparently suboptimal behaviour, particularly when behavioural carryovers go across situations that favour very different behaviours (e.g. Sih et al. 2003; Johnson & Sih 2005). If behavioural syndromes are sometimes associated with reduced fitness, why are they so common? Or, perhaps even more interesting is the fact that they do not always exist. Some studies find behavioural correlations across situations, but others do not. What explains this variation in behavioural syndromes?

One approach to explaining behavioural syndromes focuses on proximate constraints underlying BTs (Koolhaas et al. 1999; Biro & Stamps 2008; Careau et al. 2008). An alternative, adaptive approach explains both within-individual behavioural consistency and maintenance of consistent behavioural differences among individuals by connecting behaviour to a less plastic state variable (McElreath & Strimling 2006; McElreath et al. 2007; Wolf et al. 2007a,b;
were relatively low (as in figure 4). In the black region, individuals diverged in behaviour and state (as in figure 1d–f) and those that started initially with higher state ended up more bold (at least 0.05 higher effort) than individuals that started with low state. Positive feedback dominated under these conditions. In the main grey region (upper left), individuals with different initial states converged in state and behaviour over time, they were generally cautious, and those starting with higher state were even more cautious (at least 0.05 lower effort) than those that started with lower state. This happened when risk was relatively high (as in figure 3d–f) or resources were relatively low (as in figure 4a–c). Negative feedback was the predominant force in this region. White regions are where the difference in average boldness between individuals that started with different initial states was less than 0.05. In highly favourable conditions (the lower right region), when risk was low (as in figure 3a–c) or resources were high, regardless of initial state, all individuals converged on being very bold.

Figure 5. Effects of resource levels ($r$) and predation risk (average $d$) on main outcomes in terms of differences in average boldness (from time period 71–80) for individuals that started with $x_0 = 1$ versus $x_0 = 25$. Risk is scaled by 0.001; i.e. a value of 50 is $d = 0.05$. In the black region, individuals diverged in behaviour and state (as in figure 1d–f) and those that started initially with higher state ended up more bold (at least 0.05 higher effort) than individuals that started with low state. Positive feedback dominated under these conditions. In the main grey region (upper left), individuals with different initial states converged in state and behaviour over time, they were generally cautious, and those starting with higher state were even more cautious (at least 0.05 lower effort) than those that started with lower state. This happened when risk was relatively high (as in figure 3d–f) or resources were relatively low (as in figure 4a–c). Negative feedback was the predominant force in this region. White regions are where the difference in average boldness between individuals that started with different initial states was less than 0.05. In highly favourable conditions (the lower right region), when risk was low (as in figure 3a–c) or resources were high, regardless of initial state, all individuals converged on being very bold.

Dingemans et al. 2010; Wolf & Weissing 2010). Previous theory on this issue considered a state-dependent model based on asset protection (Wolf et al. 2007a). Here, we expanded on previous work by analysing models that include three state-dependent mechanisms: asset protection, starvation risk, and state-dependent safety. These three mechanisms have conflicting effects on optimal behaviour. With asset protection and starvation risk, higher state individuals are more cautious and lower state individuals are bolder; thus, these mechanisms involve negative-feedback loops that should not maintain differences in states. In contrast, in some ecological conditions, state-dependent safety causes higher state individuals to be bolder than lower state individuals. This is a positive-feedback loop that can maintain differences in state and thus differences in behaviour.

Because state variables generally change relatively slowly, any tight connection of optimal behaviour to a state variable can explain short-term stability of BTs. State variables that might play this role for behavioural syndromes include: size, energy reserves, condition, vigilance, informational state (knowledge or skills), physiological capacity and morphology. Individual differences in any of these variables are likely to persist in at least the short–medium term, and thus could explain somewhat stable BTs. Given that behaviour often is state dependent (Houston et al. 1999; Clark & Mangel 2000), and state almost always varies within populations, we should often expect to see short-term (but not necessarily, long-term) individual differences in BT. Indeed, many empirical examples of behavioural carryovers occur over relatively short time scales (e.g. hours, days or weeks).

Although short-term carryovers can have important impacts on fitness (Sih et al. 2003), long-term stable BTs have the potential to have even larger ecological and fitness consequences. Thus, one of our primary goals has been to explain long-term consistency of BTs. We found that long-term stability in BTs depends on the interplay between negative-feedback mechanisms (asset protection, avoidance of starvation) that tend to result in convergence in state and behaviour and positive-feedback loops (e.g. state-dependent safety) that maintain differences or even drive divergence in state and behaviour. A previous model based on state-dependence and asset protection produced short-term BTs (Wolf et al. 2007a), but not long-term BTs (McElreath et al. 2007), except in situations where feedbacks between behaviour and changes in state (assets) were decoupled (Wolf et al. 2007b). This decoupling might occur if, for example, animals do not allow their energy reserves to accumulate, but instead use them immediately. Then, even though bold/aggressive animals gather more energy, this does not increase their energy reserves. Most state-dependent models, however, assume that behaviour does influence future state; in particular, that bold, active, aggressive behaviour increases state (if the animal survives). In that case, positive-feedback mechanisms appear necessary to explain long-term, stable BTs.

Comparisons of behavioural trajectories under different risk and resource regimes, and with different strengths of state-dependent safety, illustrate how initial state and conditions early in the season play a critical role. The fact that initial conditions can have major effects on subsequent outcomes is, of course, a common feature of models with positive-feedback loops. Here, with state-dependent safety, early in the season, animals with high initial state should often be bold both because this has immediate benefits in terms of increased foraging returns and because it tends to increase individual state, which enhances future safety and thus future foraging returns. In contrast, animals with low initial state are often cautious, do not increase in state, do not gain state-dependent safety and thus tend to play it safe over the long term. Boldness early on is favoured if the benefits of early boldness are relatively large (e.g. if resources are abundant enough to allow bold animals to rapidly increase in state), and the costs are relatively small (e.g. if risk is low enough to allow animals to be bold without too much risk). The size of the benefit in future safety also depends on both the degree to which higher state increases safety and the time
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remaining in the season. With state-dependent safety, a longer season favours boldness because a longer season allows animals more time to ‘cash in’ on the foraging benefits of future safety.

We identified ecological situations where animals with different initial states should follow these divergent behavioural trajectories, and thus exhibit behavioural syndromes. Importantly, our analyses showed that this divergence in BT does not always occur. Under some conditions, despite some positive feedback, all individuals should converge in behaviour over time or exhibit reversals in relative boldness over time.

If resource levels are too low, the positive-feedback loop revolving around state-dependent safety does not get started for anyone. In that case, only individuals that are close to starvation should be bold. It does not pay for animals with moderate-high initial state to be bold because bold foraging cannot increase their state quickly enough to gain enough benefits in terms of future safety. Instead, animals with relatively high state protect their assets by playing it safe. In the long term, the negative feedbacks inherent in asset protection and starvation avoidance cause behavioural convergence. A similar dynamic arises in environments with very high predation risk. If it is too dangerous early on for moderate-high state animals to be bold, then state-dependent safety never plays an important role.

In contrast, with very high resources and only low-moderate risk, early on, it can be beneficial for all individuals to be bold. Then, they all eventually accumulate enough state to enjoy state-dependent safety. Because individuals that begin with different levels of initial state have offset trajectories (figure 4a,c), variation in state and behaviour persists in the population, but these differences are not stable over time. A parallel dynamic where all individuals should be bold emerges in environments with very low risk and moderate resources.

Stable, long-term differences in BT emerged most clearly in environments with matched risk and resources (low levels for both, medium levels for both or high levels for both). In these conditions, individuals that start with high-enough state can enter into the positive-feedback loop that results in long-term boldness, while others that start with lower state are cautious and never accumulate state or future safety. Our explicit prediction is thus that behavioural syndromes involving boldness should emerge most readily in conditions with matched risk and resources, strong state-dependent safety and substantial differences in initial state. We are not aware of extant studies that test these ideas; however, with the recent, rapid increase in studies measuring behavioural correlations, we might soon have enough examples to elucidate empirical patterns on how risk, resources and state-dependent safety influence the prevalence of behavioural syndromes. Alternatively, future studies could experimentally manipulate initial state, and risk and resources early on to test their influence on the development of BTs and behavioural syndromes over ontogeny. In particular, empiricists should first test whether their system features state-dependent safety, and if it does, then to span a range of conditions that should produce different outcomes (figure 5); experiments might hold risk constant and contrast low, medium and high food levels, or conversely hold food levels constant and contrast three levels of risk.

Note that in our model with state-dependent safety, individuals that started with higher initial state had higher average fitness than individuals that started with lower initial state. They either survive better or have higher eventual reproductive success, or both. That is, although individuals that start with low state exhibit adaptive behaviour, that behaviour still represents making the ‘best of a bad job’. Other analyses have explained the maintenance of genetic variation in personalities (e.g. van Oers et al. 2005) by invoking mechanisms (e.g. frequency dependence) that result in equal fitness for all BTs (Penke et al. 2007; Stamps 2007; Wolf et al. 2007a,b). Here, we note the possibility that different BTs might not have equal fitness. Maintenance of genetic variation in BT might then be explained by mechanisms that maintain genetic variation in inherent condition (Rowe & Houle 1996) or in parental investment per offspring (Roff 2002).

We focused on one axis of BT—boldness, in particular, in a foraging/antipredator behaviour context. We did not explicitly consider the issue of correlations across behavioural axes such as the commonly observed positive correlation between boldness and aggressiveness (see earlier references). Stamps (2007) hypothesized that the positive correlation between boldness and aggressiveness arises because the two often are complementary behaviours that represent alternative strategies for balancing the growth–mortality tradeoff. Some individuals are both bold and aggressive to gain more resources despite the risks, while others are both cautious and unaggressive to minimize mortality risk. Interestingly, empirical work suggests that the correlation between boldness and aggressiveness occurs in environments with moderate-high predation risk, but not in relatively safe environments (Bell 2005; Bell & Sih 2007; Dingemanse et al. 2007). Our analysis of boldness suggests the hypothesis that individual differences in boldness (and a correlation between boldness in low-versus high-risk conditions) should arise mainly in conditions with matched risk and resources. If aggressiveness is another way to gain resources while taking risks, then the rationale in our models also predicts that while the positive correlation between boldness and aggressiveness might hold in the short term under a broad range of risk-resource conditions, the correlation should only be maintained in the long term under conditions with matched risks and resources. An important complexity that is not in our models is the fact that aggressiveness has a game aspect. The rewards and costs associated with aggressiveness depend on the aggressiveness of other individuals. State-dependent foraging and boldness can also have a game aspect that can favour individual consistency in behaviour (Rands et al. 2003). Thus, future models analysing adaptive connections between ecological factors, state-dependence and behavioural
syndromes involving boldness and aggressiveness should account for frequency-dependent games.

Our model emphasized state-dependent safety. Another potential positive-feedback loop involves state-dependent competitive ability. Animals with higher state (e.g. that are larger, have more energy reserves) might be superior foragers either through exploitative or interference competition. Given that higher reward rates per unit of foraging effort should favour higher foraging effort, individuals that already have high state should further increase their state, which would further favour bold/aggressive behaviour. Conversely, if low-state individuals fare poorly in competition and thus gain relatively little reward per unit effort, then they might be cautious and unaggressive, which would tend to keep them in low state. Further analyses of this positive-feedback mechanism are required to see whether it is as effective as state-dependent safety in generating behavioural syndromes.

For either state-dependent safety or state-dependent competitive ability, the positive-feedback mechanism might involve morphological or physiological traits that are not directly associated with energy state (or overall size, or condition). For example, bold individuals that gain high state might divert some of their energy reserves towards building inducible defensive morphologies that increase their future safety. Alternatively, high-state individuals might use some of their energy reserves to build the digestive or metabolic machinery required to assimilate energy faster or more efficiently, or they might build competitive morphologies (e.g. weapons) that allow them to win contests. In both cases, the key is that in order to build morphology that can help enhance future safety or competitive success, animals must use part of the state (e.g. energy reserves) that could, alternatively, be used later to reproduce. This introduces a more complex tradeoff where animals must set not only their behaviour (boldness, aggressiveness), but also their induced physiology or morphology. That is, animals must determine their behaviour, physiology and induced morphology as an integrated package (e.g. DeWitt et al. 1999; Pigliucci & Preston 2004). Although many animals (and plants) are known to exhibit multiple types of plasticity, models and experiments have rarely attempted to examine adaptive integration of these multiple responses. In the context of behavioural syndromes, physiological or morphological traits are often viewed as proximate mechanisms underlying individual differences in BT. Given that the physiological and morphological traits are plastic, and can change in tandem with behaviour (albeit often more slowly than behaviour), our suggestion is that future analyses should treat the suite of traits as a potentially adaptive, integrated package (also see Réale et al. 2010).

This work was supported by three grants from the National Science Foundation. The ideas emerged originally from discussions with Sean Fogarty, Richard McElreath and Judy Stamps. They were honed by feedback, mostly positive, following talks on the model at IEC in Rennes, and at Oxford University in 2009, along with ongoing, stimulating interactions with Cait McGaw. Earlier versions of the manuscript were read by numerous people at UC/ Davis including Alison Bell, Ann Hedrick and members of the Sih laboratory. The editors of this special issue and two anonymous reviewers also provided influential comments.
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